Poly Tarps – Product Range

Our line of poly tarps has always been what sets us apart from the rest. Blue poly tarps are made with quality, yet they're the most affordable in the market. Our line of silver tarps, white tarps and silver/black combo tarps are all U.V. treated. These poly tarps are ALL made with a solid and sealed poly coating on both sides of the tarp. Our heavy duty poly tarps are manufactured with top quality resin and grommets built in along the perimeter of the tarp. These poly tarps are all 100% waterproof due to the solid polyethylene coating. The polyethylene structure enables the tarp to be mildew proof, tear resistant and acid resistant. Unlike canvas tarps, the poly tarps have arctic flexibility so they can withstand freezing temperatures and not become hardened.

Guide to Using Poly Tarps

A poly tarp is ideal for many applications. We have small and large poly tarps, and various types of ripstop tarps are used to cover materials and supplies placed outdoors. These are not your average department store type cheap poly tarps. Out super heavy duty poly tarps are made from a solid sheet of polyethylene material and should be 100% waterproof.

The color of a tarp does not usually do not signify any particular grade of thickness, but blue and brown poly tarps are classified as economy poly tarps within the industry. Light duty poly tarps are more often used as temporary covers, they are often used in ongoing construction projects and landscaping. Roofers will also use the light duty poly tarps for temporary coverage until the roofing job is complete. The white poly tarps are often used during the winter for skating rinks because they give a clean, white appearance once the water freezes. White poly tarps are also used a lot in the warmer months to reflect the light and absorbs less heat.

Poly tarps are general purpose covers, but they still have their limitations. Poly tarps are not the best for applications that require breathability. It would be best to check out our line of canvas tarps. These covers are not as thick as other tarps. So for situations that require a thicker cover, check out our vinyl tarps page. There is a big difference with our poly tarps compared to the poly tarps Walmart sells. Our color selection is the largest in the USA. We offer red poly tarps which is a favorite color for fire departments and emergency services. Our brown poly tarps are a sought after item with HOA’s looking for covers that blend with the outdoors.
Our white poly tarps are used for ice rink liners, tarp canopies, and weddings.

For trucking needs, poly tarps are not the best option. Other varieties are more suited for this purpose because an ordinary poly tarp will likely get torn by the wind when transporting goods. Check out our truck tarps for this kind of applications.

There are locations that require the use of tarps but the risk of fire is present. Poly tarps should not be used because they burn easily. We recommend the use of fire retardant tarps for such applications.

**Qualities of a Poly Tarp**

Poly tarps are a laminate of woven polyethylene strips (core) and polyethylene sheets (bonded to the surface). With this combination, a poly tarp will not easily stretch or tear. Poly tarps are also treated against ultraviolet rays. Once a tarp receives this treatment, it becomes resistant to wear caused by the heat of the sun and the elements. This is the treatment that makes the poly tarp long-lasting. You can use poly tarps outdoors frequently regardless of constant exposure to damaging agents. UV treatment also maintains the water resistance of the tarp. Rain or shine, we recommend poly tarps as your go-to for temporary cover needs.

Please note that even with UV treatment, the service life of a tarp will depend on the area where it is used. The hotter the climate, the shorter this tarp would last. Poly tarps can last longer in the northern parts of the USA and Canada. On the other hand, they will wear out faster in hotter areas including Arizona, Florida, Southern California, and Texas.

Poly tarps have arctic flexibility. When exposed to freezing conditions, these covers can still do their jobs well. Poly tarps are also waterproof, so the item covered will stay dry under snowy and rainy conditions.

Poly tarps are also rope reinforced along the hems. The combination of woven core and the rope reinforcement prevents tearing and ripping. Grommets are also placed so you can easily tie down the tarp when necessary.

**Order Online:**
[https://www.professionalplastics.com/POLYFILMFRTARP](https://www.professionalplastics.com/POLYFILMFRTARP)
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